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______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Abstract: Glass manufacturing plant is the growing industry in INDIA as we compare to 

CHINA India have only 8-9 Glass Company but CHINA have more than 100 glass companies. 

Glass plants are very big project it affect our economy because we need good quality 

construction in a big scale through which the people get employment in various field like 

construction, plant assembling, electrical work, mechanical structure design etc. Many 

companies get good profit to fulfill the requirement of the glass plant. In this paper, we describe 

the industrial survey of the float glass manufacturing process in detail. 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Float glass industry is the growing field because now a days we are using different types of glass 

but firstly we have to manufacture the float glass then we can get different types of glass like 

toughen glass, mirror, reflective glass, frosting glass, colored glass, building material etc. 

We divide the whole manufacture line into some section like. 

 

 Hot end (from furnace to exit of annealing lehr) in which melting, thickness setting & 

cooling process done is known as hot end section. 

 Cold end in which LED scanning, cutting, packing process done is known as cold end 

section. It is divided into 5 areas, because of easy understanding.  

1. From emergency cutter to cross cutter refer as AREA NO.-1. 

2. From cross cutter to finger drop section-1 is refer as the AREA NO.-2. 

3. From finger drop section-1 to jumbo stacker is refer as the AREA NO.-3. 

4. From finger drop section-1 to stacker number-1 is refer as the AREA NO.-4. 

5. From finger drop section-2 to stacker number-2 is refer as the AREA NO.-5. 

Raw material required for float glass manufacturing: Silica sand, Lime stone, Dolomite, Carbon, 

Falds faer, Al2O3, Cullet. [1, 2, 3, 4] 
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Processing 

 

Fig. 1: Typical glass plant block diagram 

We have 2 store in which we store the raw materials first is general material store (GMS) & 

second is Alkali store. GMS contain 3 materials namely silica sand, line stone & dolomite. On 

the other hand Alkali store contains 3 raw materials are carbon, falds faer, Al2O3. Another 

material that is cullet is the recycle material which is comes from main line if there is any defect 

in the glass then we will break it at finger drop section 1 then it will go towards the cullet yard 

through a conveyer & store in cullet yard  then we can recycle it & use as a raw material as 

required percentage. The required cullet is going into batch house section. [3, 4]  

II. BATCH HOUSE 

             

                                                                       Fig. 2: Batch with Cullet 

Batch going to batch charger section 

Batch house is the section in which all materials comes from different stores & mix in a single 

batch that is the mixture of all 6 required materials there are many arrangement & process to 

create a batch we use electric hammer to mix the materials when the mixture is ready then we 
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mix 20% cullet in that mixture and send this mixture to the batch charger section through the 

conveyer. There are various type of instruments we are using in the batch house section that 

convey the information about the batch & its processing we can analyze the moisture in the 

recipe of batch & monitor the whole process which is going on. when the batch is complete then 

we will send it towards the batch charger section in this section all mixture is store which is 

going to sent into the furnace the capacity of the furnace is 420 tons. The mixture is feed into the 

furnace through the automatic control batch supplier. [5, 6, 7, 8] 

III. FURNACE 

       

                  Fig. 3: Outside view of furnace                                             Fig. 4: Inside view of furnace 

Furnace is the most important & critical section of glass industry we use ceramic material bricks 

which bear the high temperature. The temperature inside the furnace is around 1400
oc

. We use 

the furnace oil/diesel/gas for the firing purpose to obtain the high temperature & we use many 

ports for the firing from both sides of the furnace to change the firing time by time because the 

pipes through which the fuel is feed into the furnace become hot so we can change the firing 

after some time & provide cooling to the pipes by distilled water which is come from utility 

department. The material (batch)  is melt at high temperature and convert the batch  into the 

liquid form. We use various type of thermocouple & temperature sensing devices to measure the 

temperature of the furnace if there is any variation in the furnace temperature we get the 

information by the communication system. In communication we use the feedback of 

thermocouples, sensors, transmitters, cameras, humanizers & deep coolers. Inside the furnace 

there are many gases O2, CO2,CO namely we can measure the percentage of these gases by a 

device which is known as bhoomi analyzer and connect this device with printer and get the 

information of the gases which present inside the furnace.  [8]  

Monitoring of furnace 

We use two cameras to monitor the inside view of the furnace & we connect these cameras  with 

the monitor through a video cable if there is any problem inside the furnace we can watch at the 

monitor screen and take action to remove that problem. 
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IV. TIN BATH 

 

Fig. 5: Tin bath inside view 

The tin bath is the key equipment for the geometrical and optical characteristics of the glass. Tin 

is a chemical the density of tin is7.5 gm/cm
3 

& the density of glass is 2.4 gm/cm
3 

so the glass 

easily float over the tin that’s why we called it float glass. To maintain the temperature inside the 

tin bath is most important think we use heaters to maintain the temperature of tin bath around 

600
oc 

and use blowers to maintain the temperature of tin bath from outside because the body of 

tin bath is of metal & we can get the information of the inner temperature of tin bath by 

thermocouples & another temperature sensing devices. This is the only section in which we can 

change the thickness of glass as per our requirement by using the top rollers as in the figure of 

inside view of the tin bath the process to change the thickness is depends upon the speed & angle 

of the top rollers by which we can extract the glass for lower thickness & we can compress the 

glass for more thickness as per this arrangement we create the glass ribbon it may be narrow or 

wide. In tin bath section we us two gases Hydrogen & Nitrogen, if there is any variation in the  

temperature the we use Nitrogen Gas because of its chilled nature & if there is any amount of 

Oxygen inside the tin bath we use Hydrogen gas to make a reaction with Oxygen 7 create H2O 

(water) & that water will evaporate. [9] 

 

Monitoring of tin bath 

To monitor the tin bath we use cameras with each top roller which monitor the status of the 

rollers because the thickness of glass is totally depends upon the speed & angle of the top rollers. 

If there is any problem with top roller speed, angle & position we can watch at the monitor 

screen in hot end control room & take action to remove the problem. [9]   

V. ANNEALING LEHR 

When the glass ribbon is created in tin bath we can’t open that ribbon in air because the 

temperature of the glass is high glass may be twist or break if it come in air contact. In annealing 

lehr section we will reduced the temperature of glass through blowers which are used in 

annealing lehr, blowers take air from the atmosphere and spread at the glass to reduced the 

temperature of glass. There are various thermocouples, RTD’s & optical pyrometers used which 

provide the information of the temperature of glass as shown in left side view of annealing lehr.     
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           Fig. 6: Annealing Lehr left side view                                           Fig. 7: Annealing Lehr right side view  

Another major factor of the annealing lehr is the speed, as shown in the right side view of the 

annealing lehr all roller which serve the annealing lehr are move with constant speed for that 

purpose we use a common coupling which is connected to all rollers of annealing lehr with gears 

to maintain the speed. To maintain the speed constant have a technical reason that is the ribbon 

of glass will not break if all roller move with constant speed then there is no fluctuation in speed 

& glass easily transported to next section. [9]   

Monitoring of annealing Lehr 

To monitor the annealing lehr we use RTD’s & optical pyrometer closed loop control system 

these devices send the signal to the controller which is connected to main HMI (Human Machine 

Interface) of hot end control room, if there is any problem we can get the signal through closed 

loop control system & we can remove the problem. 

VI. EMERGENCY DROP SECTION 

When any problem occur in the main line upcoming section after annealing lehr or power failed 

or preventive maintenance of main line, then the emergency drop section is become down & 

emergency cross cutter will operate to cut the glass  & the glass will dropped into the crusher  

that crush the glass & made cullet which is transport to the cullet yard through conveyer & 

recycle. [9, 10]   

VII. AIR CHIP BLOWER -1  

 

 Fig. 8: Air Chip Blower 
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Air chip blower is use to clean the dust which may be at glass surface & it is also provide cooling 

to the glass. 

VIII. SENSORS/PHOTO EYES 

Photo eyes is the sensor which pass the signal to PPC (PRODUCTION PLANNING CONTRO) 

& PLC that give the instruction to isra vision glass is very close to you then the further 

processing will executed. 

IX. ISRA VISION 

The ISRA vision system serves for the inspection (quality assurance) of transparent Glass 

ribbons (float glass). The test material is trans-illuminated by an led Lighting. The light is 

received from one or more line cameras. The electronics Evaluates differences in the light 

intensity and determines from it defect sizes and Types. 

The main components of the device are as follows: 

1. Electronics cabinet including: computers, evaluation electronics,    i/o-components, 

power supplies. 

2. Camera crossbeam (housing) including the cameras. 
3. Illumination unit with the led-illumination. 

 

Fig. 9: ISRA vision scanning 

ISRA Vision use LED scanning to detect the defect in glass when it pass in between the LED 

scanning & camera then camera sense the deflection of light beam when any defect occur in the 

transparent glass, there are various type of defects & we divide these defect into various defect 

class.  

                                                                                

                  Fig. 10: Defect types                                                                       Fig. 11: Defect class 
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It is very important part of glass industry to detect the defect in glass & differentiate between 

good & average quality of the product as per the requirement of market. [3, 4]  

  

     Fig. 12: ISRA vision camera pattern                    Fig. 13: Led scanning of transparent glass observe by camera 

 

                     

Fig. 14: Image of the isra vision camera showing the defects in transperent glass and defect size & class 

X. MEASURING WHEEL 

Measuring wheels or encoder wheels is a most important device because it measure the actual 

length of the glass according to it’s measurement we set the size of glass (width & length)  

through the monitor HMI (Human Machine Interface) which is connected t to PLC’S & PPC 

(Production Planning Control) ant through the communication system it is connected to cross 

cutter which cut the glass as per the customer requirement.  

XI. LONGITUDINAL CUTTER 

Longitudinal cutter is parallel to the glass flow & production line it is use to cut the glass which 

is affected in tin bath by the top rollers teeth to compress & extend the ribbon of glass. As shown 
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in LED scanning. Because that part will not required for building or other field then it is 

separated & sent to cullet yard for recycle. 

Cross cutter 

                 

                     Fig. 15: Cross Cutter                                                     Fig. 16: Required sheet of glass after cutting 

Cutting of glass as per the requirement of customer is most important part of the process because 

that is the material we required we use cross cutter which is situated at an angle because the glass 

is moving with lehr speed (speed of annealing lehr rollers)  so for fine cutting we set our cutter at 

a particular angle if the thickness of glass is thick then the speed of cross cutter is slow or if the 

thickness of glass is thin then the speed of glass fast because ‘the lehr speed is high if thickness 

of glass is thin & lehr speed is slow if the thickness of glass is thick’. [8, 9, 10]    

XII. MARKING BRIDGE 

Marking bridge use to fill the defect by a ink to make glass more usable & we can easily assure 

the quality & class of the glass which help us in the packaging. 

XIII. BRANDING MACHINE 

This machine use to mark the brand (Company Name) on the glass surface in this machine we 

use a permanent ink which is spread on the glass by this machine the name of brand is already 

programmed by the programmer we just have to execute that program then it will start & print 

the name of brand on the glass. 

XIV. SNAP ROLL 

 
Fig. 17: Glass sheet after snap roller 
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Snap roll use after cross cutting of glass we separate the glass sheet from glass ribbon by pull it 

which is possible by a servo motor if that motor gat the signal by the sensor the it will operate & 

spate the glass sheet. After snap roller the speed of the next section at which glass is travel will 

increase because it effect the productivity if the speed of line is more then glass reach at the 

packing table faster that speed is known as  ‘line speed.’ [7, 8] 

XV. PRESS ROLL 

The press rollers are use to separate the unwanted edge of the glass which is affected by the top 

rollers in tin bath section & that edges cut by the longitudinal cutter. The separated edges of glass 

put into the crusher & send into the cullet yard for recycle. 

XVI. KNOCK OFF ROLLERS 

Knock off roller use to separate the glass sheet which is in many pieces of different sizes from a 

single ribbon because every size piece have a different destination at which we pack the glass. 

XVII. AIR CHIP BLOWER 

Air chip blower is use to clean the dust which may be at glass surface & it is also provide cooling 

to the glass as shown in the previous air chi blower. 

XVIII. SENSORS 

After air chip blower sensor are situated that sense the presence of glass and send the information 

to the powder applicator which is connected to PLC.  

XIX. FINGER DROP SECTION-1 

If we get the defective glass which shown by ISRA VISION or there is any problem in the main 

line after finger drop section, any break down &  preventive maintenance  then we will drop that 

glass sheets into the crusher & send it to cullet yard through conveyer which is situated below 

the main line. [8, 9] 

XX. POWDER APPLICATOR 

Powder applicator is a machine which spread the powder on glass surface when we pack the 

glass sheets these sheets does not stick together. Powder flows visibly from the powder tank 

through a vibrating metering device. The metering device vibrate the quantity of powder set 

on the display. The metered powder distributed over the corresponding nozzles. The required 

spray width set with the regulating level. The high performance compressor supplies dry, 

warm air which is fed to the distributer. When glass sheets pass through the powder 

applicator then a white indicator will glow & powder spray start on the glass sheets through 

the solenoid valves. In the shortage of powder a warning tone is emitted & an error message 

given to electronic box & a red indicator will glow which show that there is any problem 

inside the powder applicator. [9, 10] 
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               Fig. 18: View of powder applicator                                    Fig. 19: Flow of powder from powder tank 

XXI. SENSORS/PHOTO EYES 

Photo eyes sense the presence of glass & send the information to the PPC(PRODUCTION 

PLANNING CONTROL) & PLC accordingly it will control the upcoming finger drop section, 

which is use to transport the glass sheets at different – different packing tables. 

XXII. FINGER DROP SECTION-2 

Finger drop section-2 is use to transport the fine glass sheets at the packing table & these sheets 

packed by the stacker number 1 as per the block diagram. 

XXIII. STACKERS 

         

            Fig. 20: Stacker suck the glass from line                                               Fig. 21: Jumbo Stacker  

Stackers use for packing purpose it have many numbers of sucker which is control by solenoid 

valves & connected to PLC through which we can create  the vacuum then the stacker  easily 
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suck the glass from the line & fill the packing box we already set the number of sheets which are 

going to pack in the box & jumbo stacker is use to suck the large size glass sheets. When the box 

is complete then it emit a tone & rotate the packing station table then we get a complete packed 

glass box we will sent it into the ware house. [3, 4] 

XXIV. CONCLUSION 

Glass plant is a large project that highly related with our country economy. Glass manufacturing 

plant is grooving industry. We need seven materials to manufacture the glass namely silica sand, 

dolomite, carbon, lime stone, Falds faer, Al2O3, cullet. We mix these materials together in batch 

house section & prepare the batch the we feed that batch in furnace & melt it at very high 

temperature around 1400
0C

 then the material come in liquid form. Then we feed this liquid form 

of glass into tin bath in which the glass will float at the tin. After that measuring encoder 

measure the length of glass & accordingly we cut the glass as per the requirement of the 

customers then we pack the glass by using the stackers & manual packing & send to wear house 

& from where transport it. In this paper, we also describe the industrial survey of the float glass 

manufacturing process in detail.          
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